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No paperwork. No Faxes. Just efficient communication. That’s the beauty 
of LDD WebDocumentRetrieval. As the purchaser’s or mortgagor’s lawyer, 
you access and download mortgage instructions and new home closing 
documents. Interact electronically with mortgage lenders - from 
instructions to requesting funds and final reporting. Even better, the data is 
seamlessly migrated into RealtiWeb, our real estate transaction platform.
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LawyerDoneDeal (LDD) is proud to accept a Canadian Lawyer Readers’ Choice Award for LDD 
WebDocumentRetrieval, the secure portal used by lawyers to interact electronically with mortgage lenders. 
These awards recognize vendors and suppliers that are the very best at what they do. Nearly 2,300 lawyers and 
legal professionals cast votes for their preferred suppliers from among a list of more than 300 products and 
services.

“We’d like to thank the legal profession for selecting us for this prestigious award,” said Kim Knight, Director of 
Lender Implementation at LawyerDoneDeal. Kim added, “LDD WebDocumentRetrieval is the only lender 
instructing solution to receive this award. It demonstrates the importance the legal profession places on the 
robust, yet easy to use system we’ve created to facilitate their interaction with mortgage lenders.”

About LDD WebDocumentRetrieval
WebDocumentRetrieval is the lawyers’
portal for LDD’s VIP platform. Designed to 
streamline the entire mortgage closing 
process, VIP is used by a dozen lenders 
across Canada. More than 7,500 lawyers 
(including notaries in BC and Quebec) are 
connected to VIP.

The portal allows legal professionals to 
interact with lenders electronically in a 
secure, e�icient environment. This 
includes retrieving instructions, preparing 
mortgage documentation, completing & 
submitting the Request for Funds and the 
Final Report. 

About LawyerDoneDeal
LDD is the leader in innovating, creating and implementing complete transaction processing solutions for 
stakeholders in the residential real estate transaction process. This includes Mortgage Lenders, New Home 
Builders, Title Insurers and Legal Professionals.  LDD is the only Canadian company to provide comprehensive 
systems for both the financial and legal communities. 


